
From: Umair Akeel <umair.akeel@eloqua.com>
Subject: Re: 

Date: September 7, 2010 10:33:39 AM EDT
To: Doug Woods <dowoods@redhat.com>

4 Attachments, 242 KB

*argh* sorry man - this was documented and I should have looked at it - I guess I am looking for the CANCEL option.

Anyway - bigger concern for now is this - we have our QA test system going through burn-in testing over the weekend and its gotten hung twice…. Here is the setup we are 
using:

1. sender.py ( python client ) will send messages of 1 - 4 k in size to the broker at random intervals of a few seconds

2. reciever.py will receive and acknowledge these messages, again at random intervals of a few seconds.

( can send you scripts if you like ).

The brokers are setup as follows

1. Server 01 and Server 02  are setup with MRG clustered; 

2. The above scritpts are run ( many many times ) on each of these boxes ( so messages are sent and received from each broker )

3. We then use the MRG Admin console to make sure we see this traffic and all stays working…  

4. After many hours - at about 1 am last night - the broker seemed to stop working…..



So - here is the situation now: the brokers ( appear to be running ) on both server; BUT after trying to do a connect, or even qpid-config - we get no response:

Am not going to restart either of these since we want to understand what could have caused this  - any advice from you and your team would be greatly helpful - we are 
treating this as  a system down so we can learn how to handle this situation later

Thanks

Umair A.

On 2010-09-07, at 8:35 AM, Doug Woods wrote:

Umair,
I found this information(based on MRG v1.1) but I am waiting on a response from Product Management to confirm or supply the behavior 
we should be expecting for MRG v1.3.

Rejected and orphaned messages

Messages can be rejected by a subscribed client. Once a message has been rejected by a client, it will not be re-delivered. Messages can also be 
orphaned if they are left on a queue when that queue is deleted.

For both rejected and orphaned messages, the system can be configured to handle them using analternate-exchange. An alternate exchange is 
specified when the queue is declared. Any rejected or orphaned messages will automatically be routed to the alternate exchange, to be re-routed to 
other bound queus or deleted if necessary. If no alternate exchange is specified, all rejected and orphaned messages will be automatically deleted.

Regards,
Doug Woods



----- Original Message -----
From: "Umair Akeel" <umair.akeel@eloqua.com>
To: "Doug Woods" <dowoods@redhat.com>
Sent: Friday, September 3, 2010 12:13:30 PM GMT -05:00 US/Canada Eastern
Subject: RE: Re:
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-- 
Douglas Woods
Middleware Solution Architect
850-877-8978 (Office)
850-445-3187 (Mobile)
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